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Timothy Kelly Horan Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Robin Graham - Oppenheimer Holdings Inc. - MD & Head of Technology in North America

Well, I'll get started. I wanted to introduce myself. I'm Robin Graham, I have the honor of heading Oppenheimer's Technology, Media and
Communications Investment Banking team. And so I wanted to welcome you all here on behalf of our technology banking team to the 22nd Annual
Tech Conference.

We have a lot of exceptional technology companies presenting here over the next couple of days, so you're probably wondering why a banker's
addressing you. What I wanted to highlight, a particular attribute of this conference, which is the fabulous lineup of private companies that are
presenting. We met this time last year in the same hotel and we had 25 out of 130 companies that were private companies. And we're going to
just take a look at a logo slide here in a second that shows those 25 companies. They were available for one-on-ones, they did fireside chats, they
did panels and they generally got to know the investor community that's here attending the conference.

Our tech banking team's greatest purpose is connecting companies like this, the next wave of market leaders, to institutional investors, and that
starts here at this conference. We held one-on-ones for those 25 companies and actually 6 of them went public in the last 12 months. We were
proud to be a part of 4 of those IPOs. And we're not done yet. You can see the 6 companies that went public there in the shaded box in the bottom:
CrowdStrike, Fiverr, Medallia, Slack, Tufin and Zoom. Slack went through a direct listing; obviously that's well known.

The other cohort there from last year's conference, we got 3 or 4, without naming names, that are probably going to come out in the next 12
months. So we really are excited about this conference as a venue for institutional investors to meet the next great market leaders and leading
public stocks.

So let me see if I can forward to the next slide.

Here are some of the transactions we worked on. We worked on over 10 technology IPOs in the last 12 months since we got together here last
year. And this is the cohort from this year. So we've got a great lineup. I think the one-on-ones are spoken for with most of these companies. In
some cases, there are four-on-ones and five-on-ones. There's a lot of institutional investor interest in these companies. But mostly, there are group
presentations and panels and fireside chats. So I'd just encourage you all to make time and drop in and meet some of the great tech stocks of
tomorrow early. We're very proud to have this group of companies here, and we're looking forward to working with all of them over the next 12
months.

Thanks, everyone. Enjoy the conference. I'm going to hand it over to Tim Horan. Tim, where are you? Hurry up. Great, thanks.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Okay. I am Tim Horan, the Cloud and Communications Analyst here at Oppenheimer. Thanks for coming, John. John Stephens, CFO of AT&T. And
John's been coming here now for almost 8 years all in all, probably most of the time actually. And we always have AT&T kick off the conference
because most of the cloud is running on AT&T's network.
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John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

That's right.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And now AT&T has really evolved dramatically in the last 12 months. They closed the Time Warner merger a year ago. How has that changed the
company?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

So Tim, first of all, thanks for being here -- thanks for having me here, and thanks for everybody being here.

To keep everybody happy here, I'm going to make my safe harbor statement. So today's conversation will include some forward-looking statements.
They involve risk. Results may vary. Please refer to our SEC filings and the information on our website.

With that, it has been a pretty exciting last year. We closed the Time Warner deal just about a little over a year ago, about 1 year and month ago,
and it's proven to be everything we thought it would be. We've made tremendous progress on paying down our acquisition debt, paid down about
$18 billion of that acquisition debt in just those 12 months. So done some tremendous work with -- regard to cash generation. And we've seen
tremendous progress in our wireless business with our FirstNet contract. All of that has been based on a fairly decent economy, a consumer-driven
economy, and most recently, has led to some positive results in our business wireline results.

So we feel really good about the business going forward. We got more work to do. We got to keep doing what we said we're going to do and
showing everybody that we're going to live up to those commitments that we made last November. But we're very much on track and continue
to be optimistic about where we're going in this as a modern media company.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

So I know you paid a very good price for Time Warner relative to some of the other transactions out there, and congratulations on that. But how
do you create value as AT&T with Time Warner? What is -- where is the upside going to come from?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Well, I think a couple of things. One, there's just the ability to take our data, our information, our knowledge, and infuse that into Time Warner so
they have better information about the success of their projects, better information about how to distribute, greater capabilities to distribute their
products. So AT&T provides a whole host of information.

Secondly, there's just a dramatic amount of synergy savings. Whether they be the savings that are available simply because of one corporate
organizational structure, 1 CFO, 1 CEO, all of that kind. And then the supply chain and the purchasing power and the advertising, all those traditional
ones. But also quite frankly, as I say, we've got 2,500 company-owned stores and a distributor network that, put together with those stores, probably
gets to the -- in the 10,000 range when you're talking about the big box. We have these capabilities now to distribute, whether it's consumer-driven
products for Time Warner and their movies and their television shows, those kinds of things; or just to distribute their products in other ways.
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So all of those synergistic aspects are really great and will provide us long-term value. You're seeing those synergy targets being achieved as we
go. We're on track with those. And quite frankly, there will be more synergies from cost-saving synergies that we'll get from within Time Warner.
But as we use those, there's going to be more investment in content. So we got a self-funding methodology, and so that's what we're going through.
John Stankey and his team are doing a really great job, Bob Greenblatt, Jeff Zucker, the whole group. Ann Sarnoff just joined us, [Garrett Zeller].
They're all a good group of folks and they're doing very well.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And the results look to be real strong at Time Warner since you've acquired it. What's driving that?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Well, Aquaman really helped. That was really great. But quite frankly, if you think about HBO and The Game of Thrones and the ability to attract
those customer base, not only off the MVPD platform, but across on the over-the-top platform through HBO Now, is really positive. If you think
about the quality of the content at Turner whether it be the sports, whether it be NCAA, the NBA playoffs, a whole collection of other, that quality;
or CNN and its quality products and what it attracts. And then quite frankly, there's this just long history of success at Warner Bros., not only in
making movies and television shows for Time Warner's consumption but making shows for other -- so how we own the rights to Friends or Big
Bang, those television shows, while may have been showed initially on other networks, were ones that were filmed, developed, produced at Warner
Bros. And this nearly 100-year -- I think it was 1923, with nearly 100-year history or inventory of intellectual property that we can take and utilize
in different packages and in different presentations.

For those of us who have a few years on earth on us, A Star is Born was a great show with Bradley Cooper and Lady Gaga and it was really successful
for us. We loved it. And some of us know that, that was the fourth time that show's been made. So my point being is, is there's just this long quality
history that we can bring a different capability to put it to use by combining Warner Bros. history and capabilities with HBO's great products and
with AT&T's great distribution and data. And so we feel really good about that.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

So it seems like the cloud, broadly speaking, you're kind of converging everything onto the cloud and you're essentially now lowering your operating
expenses quite a bit and integrating everything.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes, we are.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And at the same time, you have new ways to monetize that through targeted advertising and creating new over-the-top products, broadly speaking.
I know you're having an Analyst Day in November that's going to really deep dive into this. But can you just talk a little bit about some of the
products that are coming out? And maybe how important is targeted advertising to some of them and where you are with that technology?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes, so kind of as you say, Tim, put it together. First thing, we're been working on what I call software-ification, although I'm not sure that's found
in Webster's dictionary. But the taking our network functions and virtualizing them or creating a software-defined network, we've been doing that
for 5 years. We're on track to get 75% of our network functions virtualized by the end of next year. We've been on this path for a while.
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So the logical next step is to take what we have left and take those functions and put them in the cloud. We've had some recent announcements
with some very reputable partners, Microsoft and IBM, that we're taking that next step. It's a logical progression we're doing and it'll help us continue
this cost efficiency.

And as part of that though, we'll get some additional business. We'll continue to be the connectors to the cloud, that transport companies to the
cloud, not only business from IBM and Microsoft in our partnerships there, but quite frankly in being the go-to-market partners for those companies
as they sell their services to other cloud users, to their other customers. So we feel good about that aspect of it, and that's really important. And
that's a logical evolution of this path that John Donovan and his team have been on for 5 years. And have really -- they've really done dramatic
things with reducing our cost. So we feel real good about that.

And when you take this -- the next step is when you take all the data that we have from distribution, whether it's the -- we talked about it being
170 million distribution points, but whether it's television distribution, whether it's wireless distribution, whether it's broadband distribution, all of
this dramatic data we have now can infuse knowledgeable decision-making. Where do you market movies? Movies -- one of the most expensive
piece of a movie is to market it. Well, if you know who watches the movies, who likes the movies, when you sell advertising -- if you're a history buff
and I know you're watching on one channel a number of history shows and I know there's a history show in another channel, can I advertise to you
on that and make that a valuable advertisement that you'd appreciate? All of that kind of thing is data-infused. And so using that data is going to
grow our advertising business, help us maintain costs.

And then the new products are going to be things like delivering HBO Max, which we'll talk about in October. But having that opportunity to put
together a product that not only includes these great HBO traditional products but includes the great Warner Bros., Turner, the other information,
the other titles. So all of that is very exciting.

When you add onto that, quite frankly, the huge core of our business that we haven't talked about is the tremendous developments we've had in
wireless and the really positive momentum it has for a variety of reasons, we feel really good about where we're going.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And on to wireless. It's more than half your EBITDA, probably 2/3 of your free cash flow if we really get into the numbers. Or a lot of it...

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

It's a significant amount of cash flow. And you're right on the EBITDA and the revenue streams. It's a great business and they're doing well.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

So John and I just did a trial in the back room where we had over 100 megabits of speed here in Boston and consistently getting over 100 megabits.
And I think a lot of that was from...

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

And that was without Wi-Fi, and I don't have a special phone and my network guys did not put a special cell site and parked outside the building.
This is just day to day.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And some of your competitors are materially below that in Boston for a bunch of reasons, but a lot of that is because you've lit up 60 new megahertz
of spectrum. Boston, I think, was one of your first markets.
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John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

It was.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

You used a lot of new technologies here, MIMO, I think carrier aggregation you have here, and a bunch of other technologies. Where are we with
the rest of the country with upgrading the network like that? And when will you be complete?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. So we're -- so let me take it this way. The winning of the FirstNet contract was important to us because it enabled us to do a number of things.
We had some AWS-3 and some WCS spectrum that we had, so to speak, in the warehouse that we hadn't deployed. We had 700 spectrum, Band
14 from FirstNet, which the government was requiring us to deploy. And then we got a whole new set of technologies that were coming out, 256
QAM and 4-way MIMO and carrier aggregation. They were particularly important to us because of our diverse spectrum portfolio. So we got the
FirstNet contract and we had to touch a tower, have to go out on the network. And we decided, with this contract, now is the time to, so to speak,
do everything. Put all the spectrum in service, that's the 60 megahertz. In some towers, it's 50, some towers, it's 60, but it's 60 megahertz of new
spectrum that was generally unused that we're putting in.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And that's basically doubling the spectrum that you had on LTE at the time.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. For LTE, we have about 150 megahertz by the end of this year on average nationwide. And our nearest competitor on sub-6 has about --
in-service, has about 2/3 that amount. So we have 50% increase over our competitors. But we -- but at the same time, carrier aggregation, 256
QAM, all of these -- 4-way MIMO, all these technologies, we're able to put the capabilities into the network. And phones were coming out, had
been out in some cases, and were coming out that had these capabilities. So not only we're getting more spectrum, but the phones would work
better on that spectral highway. That was all being done.

In addition, we made the decision that we're spending the capital today, and that's included, it has been in our numbers for a while now, that we're
putting up equipment that's 5G-enabled. So when the 5G software for the core network is available, which we had hoped later this year, certainly
next year, we will upgrade a significant part, not all, but a significant part of our network, core network, to 5G through a software upgrade. So we
may have to go to the tower but we don't have to climb the tower. We have to touch the computers at the base, but there's no -- we don't necessarily
need a crane and all of that. So it's a very efficient upgrade.

So when you think about that, it will be a national -- a nationwide coverage, 200 million POPS by the middle of the next year. And certainly, we'd
hoped to do it faster. But our commitment on the record is by the middle of next year and the first half of next year. We're at 60% of our FirstNet
buildout as of June. We're shooting to be 70% at the end of the year. That's our expectations. I will tell you, the network team has surprised me
many times before. And over the last few years, it's always been to the good. They've always gotten more done than we expected.

To give you a sense of it, the 60% completion in June is 9 months ahead of schedule for the FirstNet authority. So we're working very hard to make
them proud of us, happy with us, work with us to get this done, so it's important. And that 60% coverage is a geographic base, so it includes both
urban and rural. So if you think about the end of next year or end of this year being close to 70%, and then the mid part of next year having 200
million POPS covered with 5G. Our network, as it raced today, I did a test sitting in this chair last night, got 134 meg speeds on my phone. So...
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Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And before the upgrade, was that like 20 to 30 bit speeds in a market like this?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. People -- residents of Boston would know more than me. I can honestly tell I don't know that. In the first 3 conferences I gave and sat up here
with you, I don't that I did test it. I've been -- the last 3 years or 4 years, Mike and I, Mike Viola, are -- again, been very in tune to making sure we
know what the service is like and testing it. So it very well could have been.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And so when is FirstNet complete in the construction process?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes, we have a 5-year contract. And so that we would have 3 years after this year to run. But I would be very hopeful we'd keep this 9-month lead
and complete it much quicker. We'll see how that goes. We'll continue to work with the FirstNet authority on any kind of other additions, activities
they want us to have.

But the great part about it is it improves network quality for customers today, for people walking around with regular phones. And that's what we
want to do. We want to take care of that customer base. We hope that reduces churn, increases satisfaction. Quite frankly, it's going to lower cost
because it's going to make the use of our spectrum more efficient.

Secondly, we'll go into a new customer base. We don't serve the FirstNet community in a great way in the sense of we serve them with the highest
quality, but we don't serve them in a lot of numbers today, and we want to grow that. We have over 8,000 governmental departments, municipalities,
cities have approved us. And that's a process that continues on to get official approval. We have 700,000 FirstNet customers. About half of those
were our customers before. Now we're growing much faster, the new customer base. We're excited about that.

The market is 3 million guys who are firefighters, police officers, EMTs. But then there's another 11 million group that are people who work, power
company emergency employees, gas company emergency employees, hospital workers in emergency situations that will qualify. So it's a huge 14
million human beings. And then you think about it, some are going to have tablets, some of them are going to have body cams, some of them will
have drones, they all have husbands or children or families that can join in. So it's a really great opportunity for us. So there's that great opportunity,
but it's really great for our core 90 million customers, voice customers that we have today.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And so the 100 million POPS next summer, probably beat the schedule a bit. And then how soon after that do you upgrade to 5G on the software
upgrade?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

I expect 5G in the core would be in service in the middle of next year, in that kind of 200 million POP range. I don't want to give anybody the
impression it's going to be every home and everyone. But by the same token, it will be dramatic coverage.
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Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And do you think this will change the trajectory on the subscriber growth at that point?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Well, we're not making any predictions about that. It's logical, that I would hope it would improve. And you've seen the 355,000 we added last
quarter. It was a really good quarter for us.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And it seems like you've been improving every quarter over the last year.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

We did improve in the first quarter also, so we feel really good about it. I would suggest to you, Tim, it's going to help in 2 ways. One is on attracting
those new customers on the gross adds, but we'd really be hopeful that it's going to have an impact on the existing customer base and lowering
churn and in helping us grow our business kind of the best way you can, by holding on to customers. We've got great -- we're doing really well in
churn, don't get me wrong. It's low, but we think there's more room for it.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And the markets you have upgraded, have you seen an improvement in churn?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

We have seen sequentially overall improvement in churn, 7 basis points. So we're starting to see it. I would tell you, one of the practical sides is,
when you make the network improvements, they're there on day 1. The convincing of people or people understanding sometimes takes some
time, the recognition of it. They get it immediately, but paying attention to it, convincing them may take some time. And so we're working through
that, we're doing some advertising, trying to point out to people, test your speeds.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And can you see some ARPU lift-up from this, either from new use cases, IoT or replacement on home usage or just higher, better-bucket plans?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

I might say -- I'd say it this way, Tim. On the FirstNet contracts, let me be straightforward. There are some discounted plans. And so that's okay. This
is a great customer segment to serve. And at those prices, we can still make a buck, so that's great. So I don't want to oversell that aspect of it.

I think as you go to a much wider customer base and a lower cost per megabit of delivery, you have much more flexibility. We're the guys who
have 17 million or so prepaid customers, and that business is working really well for us. Cricket and then our AT&T Prepaid branded products are
both doing well for us. So I watch ARPU, I pay attention to it on a regular basis. But the reality of it is keeping that balance in place, giving your
customers a good deal and maximizing customer accounts and then keeping your costs down can take care of that EBITDA growth and produce
that EBITDA growth that we saw last quarter, not only for the overall company but specifically for mobility.
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Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And we didn't touch on it too much, but I mean, 5G there's really 2 components. There's coverage, which you're going to use the sub 6 gigahertz
spectrum for; and then there's massive capacity with the millimeter in specific locations. Where are you in thinking on the millimeter deployments
and the timing?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

So we got it -- on the 5G plus, the millimeter wave, we've got it in service today in 20 cities. We're using it in hospitals in Chicago, we're using it in
a manufacturing facility in Austin. In Atlanta, we had a recent test. We got 2-gig speeds on our 5G plus. This is using the millimeter wave capabilities.
We'll have 29 cities by the end of the year. We haven't announced any targets beyond that.

But I will tell you, got to be careful, there's an auction coming up on 39 that we can't talk about in the fall, so I don't want to comment on that. But
currently, we own about 600 megahertz of millimeter wave spectrum on an average nationwide. So we have significant amounts to put this in
service and to keep forward with these plans.

Quite frankly, in that area, I think we'll see the initial early pragmatic applications of the 5G technology where you'll see automated factories. You'll
see businesses come up with ideas in the IoT space and applications there. And so for us, that's a great space because we do -- our Business Solutions
group actually grew revenue last quarter when you take into account the wireless they sell. And so that partnership between our traditional Business
Wireline or Business Wireless in our Business Solutions group is a great way to start this 5G movement to products and services. So whether it's in
health care and giving patients better experiences within the -- inside the hospital, instantaneous control of equipment and machinery in an
automated factory setting or just in handling tremendous loads of consumers and data in arenas. AT&T Stadium, the fan experience is dramatically
different now that there's 5G plus. So all of those kinds of things, we'll see. It's a great growth area, though, for IoT. And we think that's what will
lead the growth for the future consumer growth.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And does that run out of your Business Services group out of the wireline? Or is that the push? Or is it coming to wireless like in the hospital and
manufacturing facilities? It seems to me -- it has to be very integrated, I would think, into their IT systems.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

It is. And so the network build is worked out of our network group and supporting the wireless business, formally kind of thinking about in our
[AT&O] group. But the sales activities for First, like the sales activities for IoT, all the customer relationship, is out of our Business Solutions group
and what you would -- might think of a Business Wireline group. Because when you go into those CIOs, you want to be problem solvers, you want
to be the provider of solutions and make sure you can provide that solution, whether it's wireless or whether it's wireline, whether it's in the core
transport or it's in delivering information to that CIO's employees so they can work from home. Whatever the solution might be, whether it's an
automated factory. So we have those combined.

And it's working well. As I said, we grew revenues in that Business Solution group last quarter over 2%. So we felt really good about that. We had
a good wireline -- really good wireline performance also. But combined, we had -- actually had revenue growth, so we feel good about that. And
you can see that compared to some of our competitors, we feel good about where we're at.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And are the customers, the hospital and the manufacturing facility, did they like the service? Or are they figuring out new ways to put this 5G to
work?
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John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. I certainly -- I haven't done it, a sitdown with either of the reps. I certainly believe that they're very happy with it. And yes, I think it's more --
your latter point is really important. I think they're very pleased with what they've seen. But I think all of us are looking about, okay, now how can
we do this differently? How can we apply it more efficiently? What other benefits are there? We're still -- while we have the technical service delivery
capability, we're still developing new ways to apply it and new ways to make -- in the hospital situation, patient service and service delivery to the
patients much more efficient and much more comfortable; in the factory, making that process more efficient and more safe.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Well, we think the use cases are endless in a hospital, it must be unbelievable.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

They really are. It's just in hospitals, you deal with patient information and you focus on the security aspects and so forth. All of it has different push
points. But we feel very good being in the cusp of this. We knew -- and we're clearly the leaders in 5G in this country, we strongly believe that. We
have 20 cities up and running. We have these projects. The CFO can talk about these things, that you know they're up and running. And we're
going to -- we have a plan for nationwide coverage in less than 12 months. So we feel very good about the leadership that the U.S. is showing. And
we were -- so we feel very good about that and we feel very good about our role in it.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Now it seems like that has to -- like a hospital, there are a million things, devices and just tracking people, tracking patients, so it's on and on, the
use cases. But that seems like it should be very tied into cloud, right? And then you can start applying AI into how do I schedule the doctors? Where
should they be? Where should the nurses be? Where should the equipment be? But are you partnering with Microsoft and IBM on those solutions
now? Is that part of the deal?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. We are in different aspects of it. We're -- IBM is really our partner on a lot of the Business Solutions activities. Microsoft is really working with
us more on cloud activities for our core business operations, but we are working with many people on those kinds of solutions. And you're right,
Tim. The easiest example is if Mike or I had something happen when we're in Boston and our doctors in Dallas would say, "Boy, it would be great
to have the records available to the attending physician in Boston." Why aren't those securely on the cloud? And can we put private application
that makes that very easy so that you can, so to speak, take your records with you without taking them with you. That kind of activity is exactly
what we're looking forward, and we think is the kind of as an example, but -- just of one way that could really help patient care or [provides] be a
very productive part -- and a good service.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

And I know you touched on it -- just to digress on one of the -- I could talk obviously for hours with John. We have limited time. But how much
more can you automate your business and apply cloud-based, like, AI and blockchain and robotic technologies to automate your call centers?
Automate and schedule your drivers? Automate self-installation for customers? How important can this be for your firm?
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John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes, I'd say we're -- I think we're nearing the 60% level on the automation, so we've still got another -- if you will, it's at 75%, we got another 1/4
turn of that. So we have more to do. I would tell you, once we get to 75%, I don't think of this as it ends there. That's just the target point we've
picked that we're planning on getting to. We're going to do what we said we're going to do and get there. But this is going to be just an ongoing
kind of...

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

But that's on the network side, right? I mean, more than half your costs are on billing, customer care, I know provisioning, it's all kind of tied in
together, right? But it seems like the cloud can automate so much more of that business.

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

And we've hired -- got a team that's doing just that from our -- what I'll call the retail side and automating that and putting it in the cloud. So we
expect that to continue. Quite frankly, Tim, as we've talked before, one of the issues here is, I'll say it in this way. I liked going into a store and buying
things. My son, who's -- Masters in Finance, CPA, very smart and he's on his own, he's off the payroll, just likes to buy everything online. He likes to
buy -- likes to use, so to speak, cloud technologies in doing everything. So to a great extent, we're not only doing it because it's this cost-saving
activity, we're doing it because this is where the customers are demanding and taking us. And we need to make sure that we stay relevant to all
customer bases. So you'll -- we'll see that because the customers demand it, but we're clearly doing that now. And we've seen tremendous efficiencies.
It started with the IVRs and all those kinds of things, but it's moving way past that.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Sure. So just switching over a little bit to T-Mobile-Sprint merger. Anything really surprise you in the consent decree?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes. Let me kind of take it this way, Tim. First of all, we don't have any official opinion. We haven't voiced any opinions on the deal. And quite frankly,
secondly, I don't know that it's settled yet because of the State Attorney General, so we'll see where it goes. So to some extent, I'm not sure what
the specific rules are going to be.

With that being said, mergers are really hard: You got to bring together 2 different cultures, that's hard; 2 different technologies; 2 different customer
bases, and in this case, a big piece of the customer base is getting pulled out. All of that is just hard to do. And so -- and it's expensive. And so we'll
see what happens with it.

People have their own opinions on the sustainability of a fourth competitor and whether it's going to be a real fourth competitor or not and how
that's going to work. I would just suggest to you, for all the -- without repeating it all, for all the things I said about our wireless business, we're
ready to compete. It's a competitive market today, it'll be a competitive market tomorrow, and we're ready to compete today and feel very optimistic
about it. As all of these things come together in our 5G and our quality of network and our capabilities, we feel very good about the ability to
compete going forward.

I don't know what -- when the -- I saw the court date was scheduled for December. I don't know when any decision's going to be made. I think it's
going to be made before that. But quite frankly, as that keeps getting delayed, our network team just keeps taking our 5G and our FirstNet and
our 5G evolution build further and further down the road, and that's great for us and it's great for our customers.
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Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

So the past major mergers we've seen, obviously churn picked up and some disruption to the customer base. Do you have plans to take advantage
of that?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Absolutely. We look at all of that. We plan for all kinds of characteristics: customer churn, the ability to distribute, the ability to reach customers,
advertising, different quality of customers. I will tell you, as we're going through this build and this required FirstNet coverage, we're going to go
into a lot of areas that we didn't have any distribution before and we'll add distribution to those areas. We'll go to areas where we didn't have a lot
of customers before. And so we'll be able to gather those customers just as a regular share of the market or relationships with other customers we
have in urban areas and so forth. So we feel really good about that.

That will certainly -- I think our chances of attracting those customers will be enhanced as 2 companies come together and go through the normal
distractions that mergers provide and go through the normal distractions of changing out technologies, change -- working with different spectrum
bands and the disruption that it causes. As smoothly as someone might operate in those mergers, there is disruption, there is distraction. And
certainly, it coincides with our extensive buildout and our addition to distribution capabilities.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

So there is a school of thought, maybe DISH might look the part and where hyperscale company or the cable companies and T-Mobile/Sprint might
do the same. They're talking about massive amounts of capacity given the spectrum base they have. Do you think the hyperscalers will look into
the wireless business or the cable guys might get more aggressive? And would you look to partner with them?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Well, we've partnered with Amazon with their Fire phone in the past. We've worked with others. So we're -- and we just announced a deal with 2
very reputable, big companies in IBM and Microsoft. So yes, we're open to working with others, but that's not so much the issue. I would tell you
the idea of if someone wants to get into the business, I would think they want to get in with a quality network. Oh, and I think they would want to
get it with a network that's built. And so these things take time and they're hard to do. So feel good about, if people want to talk to us, we're open
to doing that. We're pragmatic about our -- about this -- the opportunities that are in the marketplace. And we've worked with those companies
before in wireless.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Great point. We have time for a few questions. [Neeta?]

Unidentified Analyst

Yes. Can you talk about your future debt reduction plans? How much of your debt is going to be paid by cash you generate versus asset sales? And
what assets don't you view as core to (inaudible).

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Yes, let me try to answer it, [a little deferred]. So with the right asset sales, feel really good about hitting our goals for this year, that $6 billion to $8
billion net range. And that -- when I say net, I mean we bought some spectrum in the 24 auction, so we got to pay for that. So we got to pay for
that first and then get to $6 billion to $8 billion net.
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And you guys have seen what we did with Hulu and Hudson Yards. But we have our U.S. towers. We have about I think 1,300 U.S. towers on the
market that are being marketed today. We have probably 1,600 towers in Mexico that we're looking at. We've got over $1 billion worth of real
estate that's actively being sold. The Jones Lang LaSalle, CB Richard Ellis are actively managing portfolios and work centers and processes for us.
A company we own a 75% interest in is called CME. It is actively looking at strategic options. It's independent board, we're not doing that, they are.
My point being is that there's a whole collection of things.

And we continue to work through what I'll call working capital and other capital structure transactions, like the WarnerMedia monetizations. We've
just been into the WarnerMedia business for a year, so it's taking us some time to get some of these done.

All that being said, feel really good about getting to that 2.5 range by the end of the year, confident about that, and are going to continue to work.
When you raise free cash flow by $2 billion, you have reasons to do that and those reasons give you optimism. So feel good about that. Once we
get there, we're going to take a look and say -- my cash cost of debt on an after-tax basis is really low, 3% or in that range or lower. My cash cost of
equity capital right now is at 6%. Just from an economic management standpoint, you have to think about looking at buying back some of that
equity capital or at least managing that down.

With that being said, we still expect, over the next 3 years or 4 years, to continue to pay down debt. We'll continue to delever and we'll -- and expect
we'll continue to grow EBITDA. So while we've been paying down debt and EBITDA is growing, we'll measurably reduce that net debt-to-EBITDA
level. But we will start to consider, I think we have to consider, share buyback and its use in that allocation of capital.

There's one other thing I would tell you. If you think about our business differently today, different measurement, but everybody talks about net
debt to EBITDA. But the rating agencies really don't give much -- at least from my experience, don't give much conversation to U.S. taxes are down
40% and interest rates are near historically low levels. So the 2 things that they're trying to compare to, they exclude from the calculation. And
those are dramatically low. So if you look at our EBITDA to our free cash flow to interest expense, cash interest expense, you can see our ratios today
are as good as they were in kind of the 2007, 2008 timeframe when we were at 1.5 or below.

And so I just say to you it's -- in the total picture, we're in a very balanced place right now. We're going to get to our commitments. We're going to
do what we said we're going to do. But once we get there, we're going to have to -- or as we get there, as we get confidence in getting there, we
have to consider this cash cost of capital versus this after-tax cash cost of debt. And it's just financial management.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Sorry, last question. You did just increase guidance on free cash flow this year, from $26 billion to an incredible $28 billion. Can we continue to
grow that over the next 4 years or 5 years? I mean, not in a straight line, but what's your confidence in being able to grow that?

John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Let me say it this way. We're not making predictions about future years, but we do -- we're spending. We're investing a lot of money in content,
we're investing a lot of money in capital. And that capital is -- we're getting a lot of this network rebuild. And as -- and we're investing in, like for
example 5G, we're investing in the equipment, the hard assets today. So we turn that up next year, and a lot of that will be software, so our capital
intensity can go down. With that capital intensity going down, then you can see reasons for good support for great cash flows. And so we feel good
about our cash flow position this year and we're optimistic about where the business is going with regard to the ability to generate cash.

Timothy Kelly Horan - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division - MD and Senior Analyst

Thank you, John. Thanks, everybody.
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John Joseph Stephens - AT&T Inc. - Senior EVP & CFO

Thank you. Take care.
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